
 

 

SCOTTISH GIN 
The Islands 

                           Per 35ml 

Blackwoods, Shetlands          3.50 

Bracing, crisp and richly aromatic, each vintage is subtly different, the flavour being determined by the 

availability of handpicked combination of both sweet and floral botanicals from the rugged and enchanting 

Shetland isles. These include wild water mint, sea pink, angelica and juniper berries. 

 

BLACKWOODS 60          4.50 

Blackwood's 60 is a limited edition 60% abv vintage dry gin. It is an ice filtered, Shetland made gin, made with 

local botanicals including Wild Water Mint, Meadowsweet and Sea Pink flowers. 

 

Botanist, Islay           4.50 

A smooth gin of layered complexity. 22 hand-foraged local botanicals delicately augment nine berries, barks, 

seeds and peels during an achingly slow distillation. This first and only Islay dry gin is a rare expression of the 

heart and soul of the small remote Scottish Island. 

 

COLONSAY BOTANICS          5.00 

Our six native plants which we hand gather here in Spring and Summer – lemon balm, wild water mint, 

meadowsweet, sea buckthorn, heather flowers and bog myrtle – provide the heart and soul of Wild Island 

Botanic Gin. 

 

COLONSAY SACRED            5.00 

Wild Island ‘Sacred Tree’ Gin uses an array of carefully selected Autumn fruits, including brambles hand 

gathered on the island, added to a composition totalling 22 individual botanicals to create an incredibly 

complex, ripe fruit, spicy-sweet contemporary London Dry style gin. 

 

Harris, Isle of Harris          4.90 

Every drop is distilled in Tarbert in a small copper gin still, known affectionately as 'The Dottach'. The Dottach 

imbues the spirit with the complex delights of nine carefully chosen botanicals that capture the elemental 

nature of Harris, in particular, sugar kelp reflects the maritime influence of the seas surrounding it. 

 

Kirkjuvagr, Orkney          4.80 

While still using the same variety of Angelica brought to the islands by Norsemen centuries ago, this gin has 

been crafted with the modern, discerning gin enthusiast in mind. It is, quite simply, unmistakably Orcadian. 

Starting warm and sweet with a hint of spice, followed by a floral, smooth and long finish. 

 

Misty Isle, Gin Isle of Skye         4.70 

Our first and only local gin, made using 11 botanicals, including a top-secret botanical found only on Skye. 

Juniper heavy but not too floral, with earthy undertones and a hint of spice. Subtle flavours of citrus with a 

refreshing after taste. Garnished with orange. 

 

SKYE GIN, THE STORR          4.50 

Our artisan gin is one of the finest available - as refreshing as it is aromatic. Using the finest, clearest water 

Skye has to offer, the resulting taste profile delivers a smooth, crisp, bold infusion of flavours to delight your 

taste buds. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

THE MAINLAND 

 

Per 35ml 

ARBIKIES, KIRSTY’S GIN          5.00 

Kirsty’s Gin is named after our master distiller at Arbikie, Kirsty Black, who carefully chose local botanicals to 

represent Arbikie’s unique landscape and surroundings. 

The kelp, carline thistle and blaeberries represent the elements of ocean, rock & land that surround our 

Scottish east coast farmlands. 

 

BOE            4.50 

Boë gins have always stood out from the crowd. Each variant, whether it be Passion Fruit, Violet, Peach and 

Hibiscus, Bramble, Spiced Orange or Scottish Gin, delivers a distinctive and unmistakably vibrant taste. 

Amazing to look at and delicious to sip, our gorgeous gins leave a lasting impression. 

 

Caorunn, Highland          4.50 

The taste of wild sophistication – an expert infusion of five locally foraged botanicals and six traditional 

botanicals. A crisp, dry aromatic gin.  

 

CROSSBILL            5.00 

Our Gins are a celebration of Scottish nature, made with wild, fresh botanicals, harvested by hand then slowly 

macerated in Glasgow before being distilled. We focus on attention to detail to deliver the very best in quality 

and tastE. 

 

DAFFY’S            4.50  

Fresh, woody, floral, toffee. Fruity and full of life. Oriental pine forest by the sea with a breathtaking view. 

 

DARNLEY’S VIEW          4.50  

Darnley’s Original is distilled from six botanicals including juniper, elderflower, coriander and lemon peel. 

Bottled at 40% ABV, this London Dry Gin has a long and dry finish and is perfect for a G&T. 

 

DARNLEY’S VIEW SPICED         4.50  

Darnley’s Spiced is distilled from ten botanicals including juniper, cloves, grains of paradise and ginger. Bottled 

at 42.7% ABV, this contemporary gin has a lingering peppery finish and is best served with ginger ale as an 

alternative to tonic. 

 

EDEN MILL GOLF           5.00  

This botanically rich spirit incorporates botanicals from local grassland and coastal courses around Scotland 

which gives the gin a unique juniper and floral flavour 

 

EDEN MILL HOP           5.00  

Hops, a core ingredient of beer, meet our distillery's gin and the result is a zesty citrus and apricot aroma. 

Strong, at 46% abv, with a thick, heavy, rich finish as a G&T. 

 

 

EDEN MILL LOVE           5.00  

The famous light blush Pink Gin from Eden Mill brings together an outstanding blend of local botanicals and 

exotic fruits. 

Our pink gin is a pale colour when poured and when diluted, sweet vanilla and floral notes are brought out. 

 

 

 

 

EDEN MILL LOVE raspberry, vanilla and meringue LIQUEUR     3.50  



 

 

Raspberry, Vanilla & Meringue combine with vanilla, juniper, goji berries, rose petals and Scottish raspberries - 

and of course, our own Love Gin - to create an outrageously decadent liqueur that made us think of ice cream 

on a summer day.  

 

EDEN MILL ORIGINAL           

4.00  

Made from Fife's seabuckthorn berries, a super food that grows within walking distance of our St Andrews 

distillery. The unique tart berry flavour is abundant but we balance the gin around it using citrus elements 

drawn from the other botanicals (like lemon balm and citrus peel). 

 

Edinburgh           4.00 

A classic London Dry style gin. Clean, zesty and juniper-forward, whilst balancing softness with bright citrus 

notes. A nod to Scotland with its recipe containing native plants and botanicals. 

 

Edinburgh rhubarb and ginger             4.00 

All your favourite fruity and spicy flavours bottled at 40% ABV, complete with a subtle rosy pink hue.. 

 

Edinburgh Gin Liqueurs  abv 20%         3.50 

Rhubarb and Ginger -Freshly picked spring-crop rhubarb is spiked with Oriental ginger and infused with classic 

Edinburgh Gin. A sweet, fruity liqueur balanced by a delicate warmth and spicy finish. 

Raspberry - An intensely fruity liqueur, packed with the summer’s juiciest raspberries, picked from a family-

owned farm in Alyth, Blairgowrie.. 

Pomegranate and rose - Inspired by two classic flavours of the Orient, the candied, floral characteristics of this 

liqueur are reminiscent of Turkish Delight. 

 

Glasgow            4.50 

Fun and playful, echoing the famous Glaswegian sense of humour. No corners cut, no compromises made. A 

quadruple-distilled pure grain spirit, made from 100% wheat, this gin is redistilled using ten flavoursome 

botanicals, creating a gin of outstanding flavour and smoothness. 

 

GOODWILL           4.50  

GoodWill Gin is a Highland premium craft gin made from nine premier botanicals, including exotic fruits and 

locally picked Hawthorn berries. The carefully measured juniper content makes for a smooth taste experience 

whilst remaining full-bodied. 

 

Hendricks, Ayrshire          4.50 

Classic juniper and citrus flavours with fresh, floral, slightly aromatic notes and a silky-smooth texture. 

Hendrick’s unique taste comes from its use of roses and cucumbers, chosen to encapsulate a quintessentially 

British image; cucumber sandwiches on the lawn within a rose garden. 

 

HILLS & HARBOUR           

4.50  

Our smooth and vibrant Hills & Harbour Gin offers a taste of Galloway. With local Noble Fir needles and 

Bladderwrack Seaweed, it leads with juniper and is balanced with hints of forest fir, tropical fruit, citrus spice, 

tangy sherbet and a subtle scent of the shore. 

 

HOUSE OF ELRICK           

5.50 

As refreshing as it is aromatic, it is the only spirit made with the freshest water from Loch Ness. The resulting 

taste profile provides a fresh, yet earthy, bold infusion of flavours that can be enjoyed on ice or as part of a 

beautifully crafted cocktail 

 

 

 

 



 

 

                         Per 35ml 

MAKAR, GLASGOW          5.00 

Embracing the characteristics of the city itself, Makar Original is a bold, vibrant, juniper-led gin that derives its 

name from the ancient Scots word for a poet - a maker of verse; which embodies the craft and attention that 

our team of distillers devote to each and every bottle 

 

NB, NORTH BERWICK          4.50 

Clean and fresh with a wonderfully smooth texture.. Surprisingly versatile. Great for sipping, classics and 

cocktails. 

 

Persie (Zesty Citrus), Bridge of Cally        4.70 

Persie is an aromatic gin brand created by the man behind the world's first touring gin club - “Gin Club 

Scotland”. The Zesty Citrus is a burst of limes and blood oranges on the nose, with a sharp citrus cut-through 

and a long, zingy finish. 

 

PICKERINGS, EDINBURGH          4.50 

Pickering’s Gin is based on an original Bombay recipe, dating from 17 July 1947. 

Once we have carefully prepared and measured our botanicals, we add them to the grain spirit in the stills. 

Here they enjoy a slow luxurious simmer, which coaxes out their subtle, soft, highly drinkable flavours. 

 

Pickerings Sloe, Edinburgh         4.00 

Pickering’s classic 9 botanical blend has been accentuated with additional cardamom, clove, anise and fennel 

to enhance the natural warmth of the sloe berries. For a decadent finish, the addition of sweet cinnamon, 

which balances the rich red fruit flavour of the carefully selected sloe. 

 

PORTER’S, ABERDEEN          4.50 

We create refined, high quality recipes that hold true to the classic categories of gin, elevated by cold-distilled 

botanicals. Fundamentally, we respect tradition while innovating 

 

PORTER’S MDERN CLASSIC, ABERDEEN        4.50 

A classic london dry gin elevated by cold-distilled buddha’s hand citron. Exceptionally well balanced, juniper-

led gin with a clean and smooth citrus profile that is designed for aperitifs, long drinks and refreshing highballs.

        

Redcastle          4.50 

a unique, secret blend of 13 botanicals including kaffir lime leaf, star anise and pink peppercorn, small batch 

distilled, to give a lightly spiced gin with a zesty edge. 

 

Redcastle gin liqueurs  abv 20%        4.25 

Passionfruit and Mango - If this doesn't put a spring in your step, nothing will - gorgeous, zingy tropical 

flavours with plenty of zip to keep that luscious sweetness in check. Surely destined to be topped up with 

something fizzy, we love it with lemonade. 

 

Blood orange and rhubarb - Juniper remains at the fore, backed up by hearty helpings of fresh, zesty fruit and 

just the right amount of deliciously tangy rhubarb. 

 

RASPBERRY AND POMEGRANATE  BURSTING WITH FLAVOUR AND A SMOOTH FINISH. 

 

Rockrose, Caithness          4.40 

Rock Rose Gin is made at the Dunnet Bay Distillery all the way up in Caithness, Scotland. This very northerly gin 

features an alluring botanical selection including locally harvested Rhodiola Rosea, Rowan Berries, Sea 

Buckthorn and Juniper from two different countries - Italy and Bulgaria. They use a traditional copper pot still, 

which of course has a name - it's Elizabeth.  

 

Fever tree Tonic            2.00 

Original, Light, Elderflower, Sicilian Lemon, Mediterranean, cucumber, aromatic bitteR 


